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3. StarWind 
 

The Earthlings, God and the universe 

 
The business premises of the StarWind Company, which promised its 
customers comprehensive support in the area of "Energy Consulting", 
appeared bright and friendly. Located on the tenth floor of a modern office 
complex, the company's headquarters offered an eagle-like view over the city. 
Behind a broad window front, which took up almost the entire outer wall, were 
individual, generously proportioned offices grouped around a showroom 
located in the middle. The office furniture shimmered in transparent plexiglass, 
which in the light-flooded rooms seemed to float in the air. Thus everything 
emanated the promising message of a new era: Transparency! Purity! Clarity! 
Future! 
The name "StarWind" had initially caused laughter on Kadohan. The expedition 
leader – who was now sitting as office manager in the StarWind premises – 
could still remember the reactions of his co-deciders in the future commission. 
Most of them had taken his proposal as a joke. Was this not too obvious an 
allusion to the real objectives associated with the alleged energy supply? 
Wouldn't even the most stupid Earthling realise that StarWind was a Trojan 
horse? 
But the expedition leader did not get unsettled by the laughter of the others. "I 
can understand that you find the name funny. But try to put yourself in the 
Earthlings' shoes. Remember what I told you about their spaceships? By our 
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standards, they are rather bouncing than flying. The Earthlings cannot even fly 
to their neighboring planet! They are already proud when they manage the 
jump to their moon without any problems. So how could they assume that 
beings from a light-years away planet are among them?" 
The expedition leader tapped his eyebrows – which on Kadohan was an 
expression of contempt for others. After the laughter had died down 
completely, he added: "Please do not forget: For the Earthlings, the universe is 
not a space for locomotion. They see other galaxies only from a distance. 
Therefore, the cosmos appears to them as one big mystery. And because their 
thinking constantly mixes with their feelings, they see the infinity of space as a 
kind of symbol for what they call 'God'." 
"God?" a Kadohanian woman asked in astonishment. "What is this?" It was a 
younger participant who had been appointed to the expert panel for the first 
time. 
The expedition leader sighed. "This is really hard to explain ... God is basically a 
synonym for everything that the Earthlings are not able to understand. It 
stands for everything that goes beyond their limited imagination, be it the 
intrinsic link between things in their world or the relationship between their 
own world and others." 
"And why should it be of any use to allude to space with the name of our 
company?" the new commission member wanted to know. "Won't that 
unsettle the Earthlings?" 
"In fact, quite the opposite will be the case," the expedition leader 
contradicted. "Precisely because they do not understand the universe, they are 
magically drawn to everything that is linked to it. They even invent their own 
stories about space travel, in which they dream up what they cannot achieve. 
And 'star' is also a term they use for people who stand out from everyday life, 
for beings they look up to like to the stars. So alluding to distant stars and the 
secret power that emanates from them makes our company even more 
attractive to Earthlings." 
 

Hairy Earthlings 

 
While the expedition leader was able to assert himself on this issue, he had to 
give in to the concerns expressed on another point. His proposal to transfer the 
management of the company exclusively to disguised Kadohanians was 
rejected in the end. To most members of the expert panel, such an approach 
seemed too risky. What if the Earthlings should have a sensorium for 
extraterrestrial intelligence after all? Or if, despite all immunological 
precautions, harmful germs were transmitted to the infiltrated Kadohanians? 
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What if, conversely, they could be identified as transmitters of diseases to the 
Earthlings? 
No, these risks seemed almost impossible to control. So in the end it was 
decided that only the basic staff of StarWind should consist of Kadohanians. 
Even then, the measures that had to be taken for anti-microbe defense and 
camouflage proved to be quite extensive. Some of the problems only became 
apparent when the concrete planning began. 
There was the hair issue, for example. On Kadohan, hair had been stopped 
from growing for a long time. It was considered as a superfluous breeding 
ground for undesirable microorganisms. Those who had not participated in the 
fact-finding mission could not believe at first that this was different with the 
Earthlings. 
"And the Earthlings are really still walking around hairy?" asked a member of 
the expert panel. "Don't they have any depilatories?" 
"Of course they have," the expedition leader made clear. "But they don't use 
them everywhere. Especially the head hair has an almost cultic meaning for 
them. There are even certain magic remedies that are said to make hair grow 
again when it has fallen out." 
The questioner shook his head in amazement: "This seems rather absurd to me 
..." 
The left corner of the expedition leader's mouth twitched slightly upwards – his 
emotional brain had been activated. "You must not forget that Earthlings are 
not a particularly highly developed form of intelligence," he explained. "They 
are still noticeably embedded in the more primitive forms of life from which 
they evolved. This also explains their attachment to their scalp hair. It shows us 
how powerful the primitive still is in them." 
"I still don't understand it," confessed one of the present. "Why do they let 
their fur grow precisely on their head – just above the brain? Are they ashamed 
of their intelligence? Or is their intelligence so limited that they don't even 
notice it?" 
The expedition leader stroked his forehead with his hand. "I don't think we 
should judge the Earthlings so much by ourselves," he said. "On our planet 
artificial insemination has been standard practice for a very long time. The 
Earthlings know it too, but they only use it if there is no other way. In general, 
reproduction is still a very animalistic matter for them. Therefore they also 
need animalistic stimuli. This could be a reason for their clinging to the head 
hair." 
"So it's a conscious commitment to savagery?" the questioner asked. 
"No," clarified the expedition leader, "not at all. Most of the Earthlings tame 
their hair regularly, there are even some very artistic fur forms. For many of 
them hair is also an expression of their personality, just like the patterns we 
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paint on our scalps. But it all has a relation to reproduction at the same time. 
Even the clothing is more physical on Earth, quite different from our planet, 
where everyone walks around in wide capes." 
"It will take some time to get used to this," remarked one who was scheduled 
to participate in the next mission. 
The expedition leader nodded. "True, there's no denying that. Artificial hair is 
fortunately very easy to obtain on earth, as are Earthlings' clothes, of course. 
But that doesn't tell us how to move around in these clothes. We'll have to 
practice this intensively in order not to appear as foreign objects." 
"Or to be recognised as foreign subjects," one of them joked. 
General whispering and laughter, then another one spoke up: "Well, that's 
cleared up. Much more important to me is another question: What criteria do 
we use to select suitable Earthlings for our program? And how do we ensure 
that they exhibit the desired behavior? Will the Earthlings respond accordingly 
to the instruments at our disposal?" 
 

Undercover operation on planet Earth 

 
The expedition leader – who was now at the time acting as office manager of 
the StarWind Company – had to smile when he thought back to these 
discussions. Involuntarily he even pulled both corners of his mouth upwards. 
He had trained himself to do so especially for the new Earth mission, so as not 
to attract attention with his extraterrestrial way of smiling. 
How long ago might the discussions on Kadohan have been? A few weeks? Or 
did the discussions even take place several months ago? The expedition leader 
could not say for sure. With the rejuvenation pill, even longer periods shrank to 
short moments for him. Time was just something very relative. 
"Shall I begin my presentation now?" 
The expedition leader turned to Mrs Black, his assistant. He still couldn't get 
used to her new appearance. Especially strange to him was the dark wig that 
now covered her head. Even though she had chosen a short haircut it seemed 
quite animalistic to him. No less irritating he found the glued-on eyebrows and 
the earthly costume, which the assistant already wore with an impressive 
matter-of-course manner. 
He himself found it much harder to get accustomed to the uniform that the 
Earthlings' dress code required for business people like him. He felt the suit was 
like a prison for his body. And the tie he wore around his neck made him feel 
choking – although he had already loosened it in an unseemly way. 
Of course, as long as they were among themselves, they could have actually 
taken off their disguises. He himself, however, had insisted on adapting to 
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earthly customs at all times. Only in this way could the foreign rites – as he had 
experienced it on missions to other galaxies – become a second skin for them. 
Only then would they move in it as naturally as the Earthlings themselves. 
In addition, the strict code of conduct was, however, also due to security 
concerns. Although the Earthlings as a whole lagged far behind the civilisation 
of Kadohan in their technical abilities, they had reached a surprisingly high level 
in some areas. This was particularly treacherous, all the more so because it 
contradicted the often not very cultivated manners the Earthlings showed 
among themselves. 
So it could also not be excluded that the Earthlings had possibilities to monitor 
what was happening inside the offices of StarWind. Possibly others saw the 
new company as an unwelcome competitor and therefore spied on it. This was 
something they had to pay attention to. Such trivialities should by no means 
lead to a failure of the great mission of gaining new living space and new 
resources for the Kadohanians! 
 

First external contacts 

 
The presentation the assistant spoke of referred to the experiments with the 
Earthling they had chosen as the first intermediary for their project. The 
requirements to be considered in the selection process had already been 
determined on Kadohan: It should be a person who – according to the 
Earthlings' standards – was "close to nature", but at the same time had no 
reservations with the business world. The person should appear close to the 
people, but still be willing to take the lead. And he or she should warn of the 
dangers of industrial energy production, while at the same time appreciating 
the amenities that electricity offers. 
So the choice was made for a certain Alfons Heimenross. With his half-long hair 
and the dialectal colouring of his language, he emanated – so the Kadohanian 
selection committee found – a kind of tamed wildness. He seemed close 
enough to nature to be found sympathetic by nature lovers, but at the same 
time serious enough not to meet with rejection in the business world. In 
addition, he was a passionate opponent of all forms of energy production that 
had previously been commonplace, but lived in an environment that depended 
heavily on intensive electricity production. So he seemed to be more easily 
reprogrammable than others in the interest of the Kadohanian mission. 
Another advantage offered by Alfons Heimenross was that, as a politician, he 
had the necessary contacts to advance large-scale projects. What was also 
favourable: he lived alone. Picking him up for the nighttime reprogramming 
experiments was therefore much less problematic. It was enough to imprint 
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him on the people who picked him up every night for this purpose. No 
consideration had to be given to possible family members. 
At regular intervals they administered a hypnotic drug to Heimenross via a 
pizza service. This allowed them to transport him to the experimental 
laboratory like a sleepwalker. In the early morning they regularly gave him a 
special forgetting serum. As a result, his convictions changed insidiously, but he 
could not remember the circumstances under which this happened. 
 

Programming of an Earthling's brain 

 
The expedition leader nodded to the assistant who thereupon put on 
demonstration glasses. The others – a total of ten Kadohanians took part in the 
mission – did the same. Now they could all see the assistant as well as the 
illustrative material she used for her presentation. 
The introductory picture showed Heimenross in the large showroom of 
StarWind, next to the model of a wind turbine that seemed to grow towards 
the sky in the middle of the room. In order to reinforce this impression, they 
had even made a ceiling breakthrough. The windmill now seemed to pierce the 
ceiling and thus vividly symbolised the "reach for the stars" promised by 
StarWind. At the same time, it reflected the idea that the profits to be achieved 
with the new energy would "go through the ceiling". Furthermore, the dome 
that vaulted over the wind turbine lent it a sublime, almost religious 
appearance. 
"Is everyone ready?" the assistant asked. After a generally approving nod, she 
began her explanations: "For programming the test subject, we have resorted 
to established image-pairing procedures. In addition, we have used neural 
amplification mechanisms. Whenever we could identify a brain region that 
responded positively to the stimulus, we amplified the corresponding brain 
activity with a reward serum." 
The assistant tapped briefly against her glasses. These then conjured up a 
recording from the early days of the experiments. "As you can see, the test 
subject reacted very unfavourably to the concrete pillars and rotor blades 
shown at the beginning," she commented. 
In fact, Heimenross' negative reaction was extremely strong. He pulled a visibly 
disgusted face and even turned away from the picture when he was exposed to 
it for a longer time. All the more astonishing was the change that the assistant 
and her team had apparently brought about after only a short time. 
Another tapping against the glasses, then another recording of the experiments 
appeared. This time the proband's negative emotional responding was already 
much less pronounced. "We first tried to change the subject's attitude by using 
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a combination of concrete and piles of money or concrete and nature pictures," 
explained the assistant. "However, we were only able to achieve a satisfactory 
effect when we combined both combination paths. The test person responded 
particularly well to pictures of sunflowers. Apparently the subject has a special 
emotional relationship to them." 
The next recording already showed the success of the test setup. It showed 
Heimenross in front of the wind turbine model, which in the virtual world of 
glasses was flanked on one side by a blooming sunflower and on the other side 
by a large pile of money. His face glowed with enthusiasm, full of passion he 
shouted: "Wind power is green, I want wind power, green is the future, green is 
wind power, we need more wind turbines, wind turbines are green, so green, 
they are greening so green ..." 
"A bit excessive, don't you think?" asked the expedition leader to the group. 
"Yes, and at the same time a bit too wooden," another agreed with him. "We 
should instill a bit more respectability in him. Otherwise no one will take him 
seriously!" 
"Be patient – that was only the beginning!" the assistant made clear. "We first 
had to arouse a certain passion in the test person. Only then was it possible to 
immunise the subject against the negative side effects of the stimulus source." 
A renewed tapping against the glasses conjured a big bird in front of the eyes of 
the expedition members. It flew straight towards the wind turbine and got 
caught in its rotor blades. Tumbling it fell down and hit the ground with a heavy 
thud. Into the animal's last twitching Heimenross shouted: "Only wind power is 
clean, nothing is purer than wind power. Whoever wants clean energy must be 
prepared to make sacrifices. The sacrifice of today is the foundation for the life 
of tomorrow. Only wind power can ensure the future of our children." 
"That makes him look more statesmanlike," confirmed one of the group. 
The assistant nodded contentedly. "Yes, we have certainly made significant 
progress in our experiments. But I must confess: It was hard work. The hardest 
part for us was overcoming the subject's resistance to cutting down trees for 
our reinforced concrete towers." 
This statement was followed by another recording that illustrated what the 
assistant meant. While a chainsaw was cutting into a tree trunk, Heimenross 
covered his ears and pulled his face in disgust. 
"In the end, however, we achieved the desired stimulus-response coupling," 
the assistant summed up. "But we had to increase significantly the secondary 
stimuli for this – especially on the monetary side." 
She was tapping against her glasses again. Now Heimenross was completely 
unimpressed by the tree felling. While next to him a gigantic clearing machine 
cutted a swathe for transporting wind turbine parts into the forest, he 
explained unmoved: "The single tree means nothing, the forest means 
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everything. We have to save the forest, for that we have to plant wind turbines, 
more and more wind turbines, because wind power is green, therefore it alone 
can save the forest". 
Spontaneously all present raised their index fingers next to their foreheads – a 
sign of highest recognition on Kadohan. Only the expedition leader corrected 
himself shortly afterwards and clapped his hands instead, in order to adapt to 
the earthly customs. "Really a very impressive result, Mrs Black," he praised the 
assistant. 
 

The prison of the name 

 
He still did not succeed in suppressing the ironic undertone in his voice when 
he said "Mrs Black". It wasn't so much the fact that his assistant had named 
herself after her hair colour that made him smile. After all, he too – as 
"Guntram Groentraed" – had named himself after a colour, albeit in a less 
direct way. 
No, it wasn't the name itself that seemed odd to him. He just couldn't get used 
to the fact that everyone on earth was fixed to a certain name. On Kadohan 
everyone was officially registered under a meaningless number. Names could 
be chosen freely by anyone – and changed at any time. As a rule, nobody 
stayed with a certain name for too long. Most Kadohanians changed their 
names at regular intervals – especially when they felt that something significant 
had changed in their lives. 
The only important thing was to inform the others about the name in good 
time. This was often an opportunity to have more personal conversations that 
went beyond everyday talks. The change of name was an indication of real 
change – and at the same time a signal that those who gave themselves a new 
name wanted to talk about it.  
The expedition leader cringed. The thought of being "Mrs Black" a whole life 
long seemed terrible to him. His gaze wandered to the window and got lost in 
the growing twilight. It was as if he wanted to penetrate the evening fog with 
his eyes and fly through the cosmic darkness to his home planet. He knew that 
Kadohan was floating somewhere out there, safe and lost at the same time. 
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